
C;~_P for pre-Plenum") 

one possible outline for Dialectics of Organization and Philosophy 

Parts 

whole ? 
of PMI-l 
on erg. 

I On Spontaneous forms of Organization vs. Vanguard PaJ:"tiE!s 

,, 
' i• 

c:-~~: with our 5 
problem from Harx's day to ours. 

Here include: 
Mx on organization, esp. IWA and relation to Paris conur.une 
Eng~s and 2nd International~rfurt 
Lemn on What is to be Done? -;-7 State and Revolution ~last 

years, especially Trade union debate 
Soviets as spontaneous forms of organization 

(Krcnstadt?\ NO? {f Rosa Luxembu:r<fj 
.council Communism-- Pannekoek 
Spanish Revolution and Hungarian,Revolution 

. th{s NB 

(!? -Again, brings us to our age~ut can't solve h~ 

Il Heg~l and Marx --· on dialectics of philosphy and organization 

--Hegel's Pheno~enology, esp. Absolute Knowledge, esp. last 
paragraph on ? of Organization and Erinnerung 

Harx' s "Cj:itique of the Hegelian Dialectic" 
& vs. Lukacs' Young Hegel ~on end of _?henomenol_£gy 

Relation of Hegel/Marx-- Critique of the Gotha Program 
as ground but not sufficient its~lf. 

III Hegel and Lenin 

? of forms of or5ranization· is not answer · 
· --Whatis to l3>e Done?/ State and Revolution' 

Lenin's Philosophic !'rotebooks-- not ;::s in 1953 .2£ 1973, but 
1987. 

? of "!dea of Cognition" and "Absolute dea" in Lenin's 
Philosophic Notebooks -- as in letter 

Heel's own difference ( Science of Logic/ Smaller Lo~ic) 
on Attitudes to Objectivit 

· ~n Hegel, in I·.en1n, in our age 

J.V Dialectics of Organization and Philosophy in Post-World War II" 
world 

--Miner·s' · eneral strike/cameroonian-- Third World revolutions 
· ~-----..... vs. CLR James · 
i ? grou~~ )-- 1953 letters on Absolute Idea-- concentration on organize
~ . tion and·on 3 final syllogisms 

Dual movement is not alone, but Self-Thinking Idea= MHism 

MHism' s' conceE of organization (Constitution) 
Int~d.uci:ion/Overview (of trilogy of revolution??) 

This is on ourselves ••• 
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